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Many meteorites show evidence of naturally occurring shock events, presumably 
due to the same collisional processes that established their particular orbital 
parameters and exposure histories. Although structural and mineralogical effects of 
rhock loading have been well studied, modifications of isotopic systems are largely 
unexplored. Some work has been done in evaluating the role of shock i n  "fixing" 
ruperficial surface mpo gnts in lunar breccias (1) and evaluating its effective- 
ness in resetting the "Ar-' Ar chronometer in terrestrial impact structures (2). 
It rhould, however, be stressed that the specific effects of shock depend not only 
upon shock pressures but also upon the macroscopic compressibility of the specific 
sample and the mineralogical siting of the isotopic components. It is therefore 
reasonable to expect that different isotopic systems will respond differently to 
rhock loading and that the effects of shock may well vary o n  a sample-to-sample 
baris. The most direct vay to evaluate the effect of shock o n  the I-Xe system is by 
shock loading a real sample in the laboratory. 

Samples of the Bjurbole meteorite were loaded into stainless steel target hold- 
ers and subjected (under vacuum) to shock pressures of 70, 200, and 400 kilobars by 
flat-plate projectiles at the JSC 2 0  mm gun facility. After removal from the target 
holders, the samples were irradiated in sealed quartz tubes i n  the SLC-6 irradiation 
at the University of Missouri Research Reactor and analyzed by step-vise extraction 
of the xenon and ion-counting mass spectrometry 13.41. 

Isotopic data from the 200 Kb and 4 0 0  Kb events and a n  unshocked sample irradi- 
ated simultaneously are shown in Figures 1-3. The I-Xe system in Bjurbole is par- 
ticularly well-behaved, displaying good linear isochrons 13.51. F i ~ j r e  lgfhows the 

normally used in I-Xe dating. A linear correlation of Xe/ X e  versus 
i99;:;P92Xe among various temperature fractions extracted i n  stepyise heating effec- 
tively demonstrates two component mixing between "t,rappedn xenon and a radiogenic 
component lfqgrated from mineral sites containing a consrant ratio of iodine and 
radiogenic Xe. The slope of the line provides the iodine isotopic composition at 
the time of xenon retention for thf28 sfigs. Figure 2 shows the same data i n  dif- 
ferent form where now the initial I/ I ratio is provided by the ordinate inter- 
cept. In both figures mixtures of a single trapped component T and a single 
radiogenic component plot along the solid lines shown 131. For the unshocked sample 
(open circles), points lying off the mixing lines correspond to those fractions 
extracted at lover temperatures from minerallq4tes containing iodine unaccompanied 
by the corresponding quantities of r a d i p ~ g n i c  Xe (due to superficial iodine con- 
tamination or prior loss of radiogenic Xe). As is shown in an accompanying paper 
[31, Pig. 2 displays the data in somewhat greeter deteil than Fig. 1.  High quality 
isochrons are displayed by the unshocked sample of Bjurbole in both figures. Eow- 
ever, the I-Xe system is significantly disturbed in the case of the sample shocked 
at 2 0 0  Kb (Fig. 3 )  and even more disturbed for the sample shocked at 4 0 0  Kb (Figs. 
2 Even the most retentive mineral sites which previously contained precisely 
correlated rfjiogenic xenon have apparently been injected with iodine, introducing 
uncorrelated X e  which displaces the points upward away from the line. I n  the 
case of the 4 0 0  Kb data xenon of terrestrial origin seems also to have been 
implanted since some of the fractions lie to the right of Bjurbole trapped xenon T, 
toward the AIR point. Previous studies 161 have shown that shock is a n  effective 
mechanism for the incorporation of atmospheric species. 

One of the most important features of shock modificatien of isotopic structure 
is the non-thermal nature of shock-induced mobility. Uncorrelated iodine which is 
quite evident in the low temperature fractions of most objects can be injected into 
all mineral sites independent of their thermal properties. This effect is particu- 
larly important for I-Xe dating because the stepvise heating technique, employed to 
distinguish mineral sites o n  a strictly thermal basis, is incapable of resolving 
shock-implanted components. Because shock mobilization is non-thermal, there is 
significant contamination of the more retentive sites with xenon,and iodine from the 
lees retentive sites. Figures 2 and 3 shows that such disturbances not only modify 
the isotopic composition of xenon contained in the high temperature reservoirs, but 
i n  ruch a way that approximately colinear arrays may be maintained. 

Excepting'some of the lover temperature fractions, data from both of the 
rhocked samples form roughly linear distributions in these figures, although the 
"isochrons" are not as good as those for the unshocked sample. It is clear that the 
2 0 0  R b  event disturbed t h e  i s n t n p i c  ?trncture 1e.z tbzn the A" Db cV:eot.  Cc--;zri=g 
them w i t h  the unshocked sample it is also clear that both "isochrons" are vrong, 
providing misleading information o n  both the trapped component the initial iodine 
isotopic composition. 

In summary, laboratory-induced shock loading of meteorite samples modifies iso- 
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topic structures in such a vay as to invalidate the assumptions implzcit i n  I-Xe 
systematics. Figure 4 shows the I-Xe structure of the highly shocked L5 chondrite 
Arapahoe, from vhich a trapped component A T  and a radiogenic component R have been 
inferred 1 7 1 .  Also indicated in this figure is the trfqged fqyponent inferred for 
(unshocked) R j n r h n l e  T 1 3 1 .  T h e  low v s l * ~ ~  f o r  +he  Ye!  4 e  :=ti: ! . 5 5 !  i:: :LC 
Arapahoe trapped component vould have required special models for matter in the 
early solar system [ 7 1 .  On the basis of this work, however, we conclude that the 
I-Xe system for Arapahoe has been non-thermally modified by shock and that the 
inferred trapped and radiogenic components are probably incorrect. 
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Pig. 1 Xenon released i n  rtepvire heat- 
ing of unshocked Bjurbole (open circles) 
and a sample shocked at 4 0 0  Kb. The 
four open circles to the right of the 
isochron are the lov temperature frac- 
tions. 
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Fig. 3 Xsnon released in stepvise heat- 
ing o f  Bjurbole shocked at 200 Kb. The 
line is the isochron for unshocked Bjur- 
bole (Fig. 2 ) .  

Pig. 2 Same date (unshocked and 40P2gKb) 
as Fig. 1 except referenced to Xe. 
The trapped component T v a s  computed by 
adjusting 129Xe in AVCC to fall o n  the 
isochron ( 3 ) .  Here the initial iodine 
isotopic composition is inferred from 
the ordinate intercept. 
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Fig. 4 Xenon released in stepwise heat- 
ing of irradiated Arap"~oe [ 7 1 .  Note 
that the inferred trapped compoficnt AT 
is substantially d i f f e r ~ n t  from Lhe 
trapped component in I 1 T. 
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